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RELIC NOUN-CLASS STRUCTURE IN LEGGBO
Larry M. Hyman and Imelda Udoh

1. Introduction *

In many West African Niger-Congo languages, historical noun class prefixes
undergo significant levelling and/or fusion with the noun stem. Starting from a
full set of singular-plural markers both on nouns and on agreeing elements, the
logical endpoint of such changes can be the total loss of noun classes, as has
happened some of the best-known Benue-Congo and Kwa languages, e.g., Akan,
Ewe, Yoruba, Igbo. Resistance to this tendency can be found in certain subgroups
in Nigeria, e.g., Upper Cross, where languages such as Mbembe (Barnwell
1969a,b), and Lokaa (lwara 1982) have been reported to have full-fledged noun
class marking and concord systems. It is thus striking that closely related Leggbo
has lost all noun class agreement. Still, it is possible to identify a prefix-stem
structure on the basis of a number of arguments.
The purpose of this paper is to document relic noun-class structures in
Leggbo, an Upper Cross minority language. Leggbo is spoken by an estimated
60,000 Agbo people in two local government areas, recently named Abi and
YakuIT, in Cross River State. In §2 and §3 we demonstrate that although Leggbo
has lost the inherited noun class system, nouns must still be analyzed as
consisting of a prefix-stem structure. Sections §4 and §5 provide further evidence
from reduplication and compounding, respectively, and §6 illustrates relics of
• The present study is based on a field methods course held at the University of California,
Berkeley during the academic year 2001-02, with the second author serving as consultant.
Other work on Leggbo includes Spreda & Spreda (1966, 1969), Hyman et al. (2002), Hyman &
Udoh (2003, n.d.), Paster (in press). We are grateful to Jeff Good, Ahmadu Kawu, Julie Larson,
Ian Maddieson, Heiko Narrog, Mary Paster, and Keith Sanders, for their input during the
course.
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earlier noun class agreement found on possessive pronouns. The conclusion is
that Leggbo represents an intennediate stage on the way to becoming like Y oruba
and Igbo.

2. Basic Noun Structure
Most nouns in Leggbo consist of a prefix and a stem, the latter consisting of one
or two (rarely more) syllables. Some 6% (35 out of 569) of the nouns collected
are prefixless including the following, the last three of which are borrowings:
sin
dden
dze
dz~

kkwal
vv5m

'hair'
'eye'
'crocodile'
'snake'
'boat'
'thing'

n~n51)
C:JC:J

ttettee
kkakki

fum
bileedi

'finger'
'small frog (sp.)'
'grandfather'
'pants'
'fufu'
'bread'

Many of the bisyllabic and longer prefixless nouns are reduplications; cf. also
kkpakkpa 'groundnuts', kkwilkkwa 'locust tree', gbol)gbol) 'can, tin', koolikooli
'flower'. Others may be historical compounds whose parts can no longer be
identified, or they may be borrowings, e.g.,jakpu 'cassava', talatolo 'mumps'.
A noun prefix may have the shape CV- or V -, or it may consist of a
homorganic (syllabic) nasal N-. Leggbo distinguishes the following prefixes.
li-

leglge-

1-

(~le-)

N-

[m-, n-, 1)-]

e-(~e-)

a(~ge-)

The vowels in the prefixes are limited to Iii, lei and la!, round vowels being
prohibited. Prefixal lei hannonizes to [e] when followed by Iii, lei, lui or 101 in the
root, e.g., lersill 'tooth', lebel 'beard'. While the III of /i- and le- is stable, prefixal
Igl may optionally be lenited to a continuant [y] or be dropped entirely, e.g.,
givaJa ~ ivala 'guilt', geba ~ eba 'ann, hand'. Finally, note that of the 566
prefixed nouns entered into the lexicon, 371 carry L tone, while 187 carry M tone.
This leaves only the following 8 nouns with H tone prefixes:
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liddaddil
lidzil
ikilibi
ekko

'rejoicing'
'food'
'cowry'
'vegetable (sp.)'

akkpal)
likpaal
al)aJa
ewawae
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'plate'
'community'
'garden egg'
'child-like'

The first two are nominalizations (cf. ddaddi 'rejoice', dzi 'eat'), while others
may be borrowings. Each of the Leggbo prefix shapes is illustrated below.
li110-

glgE1-

10-

aN-

litSl 'ear', liv:Jl 'belly', lideel 'name', linyumil 'thorn'
lebal 'axe', lezal)al 'river', lettol 'head', U:bel 'beard'
gitaa 'witchcraft', givala 'guilt', gittll 'life', gibaa 'marriage'
geb:J 'arm, hand', geve 'foot', getti 'tree', geku 'hoe'
iwa 'spirit', iziI 'gourd', itobo 'monkey', iZJJm 'knife'
enJn 'person', etEEm 'meat, animal', ebbi 'goat', enul) 'salt'
azi 'blood', asi 'water', anaan 'oil', aggba 'chin', aji 'feast'
rilbom 'cheek', ilzul) 'nose', ilnySl) 'maggot', iJb 'nut'

As seen in the following examples, indigenous Leggbo personal names also begin
with these prefixes:
li110-

glgE1-

10-

aN-

liddaddil (m./f.) ('happiness')
letJJl)Jl (m./f.) ('praise')
gittit (m./f.) ('life')
?
iceji if), ikkJ (m.), icca (m.)
elemi (m.), ekama if) « eka aman 'our mother'), Ekpaa (m.), ebia
if), enni (m./f.)
amJn (m.), adiaaha if), aggb5mi (m.)
ntJm:J if), iJkaanu (m./f.)

Any other initial vowel indicates that a name has been borrowed from another
language, e.g., from Efik: okOn (m.), itd;) (m.), ooitdit (m.).
The above prefixes are frozen relics of a former noun class system which
conditioned full agreement-and which can be observed in nearby Upper Cross
languages such as Lokaa (Iwara 1982) and Mbembe (Barnwell 1969a,b). In some
cases these prefixes suggest a former grouping of nouns by semantic features:
First, we have found approximately 20 nouns denoting human beings with
prefix e- in the singular and a- in the plural (almost all of them with L tone):
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eb5b5nJ
ececena
Mum
egbo
egJgJmJ
ekaala
ekka
ekkakkaya
ella
enne
etataanJ
etatama
eteteea
etetela
Ette
etulukpa
evaal
eveve
evoli
evvua
eyoo

'native doctor'
'guest, stranger'
'husband'
'Leggbo person'
'fool'
'European'
'mother'
'carpenter'
'servant, maid'
'in-law'
'sorcerer, wizard'
's.o. of Adadama'
'blacksmith'
'madman'
'father'
'senior'
'chief
'thief
'servant, Igbo'
'poor person'
'friend'

pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.

ab5b5nJ
acecena (cf. cce 'expect')
Mum
agbo
agJgJmJ
akaala
akka
akkakkaya (cf. kka 'carve')
alla
anne
atataanJ
atatama
ateteea (cf. teee 'burn')
aU:tela
atte
atillukpa
avaal
aveve
avoli
avvua
ayoo

As seen, some of these nouns are agentives derived from verbs. However, most
agentives in Leggbo are phrasal in natural:
enJn (ake) nee ttui ateemi 'farmer' = person (who) cultivates farm
pI. anJn (ake) bana ttui ateemi
enJn (ake) nee waal gedi 'tapper' = person (who) taps palm tree
pI. anJn (ake) bana waal gedi
enJn (ake) e nneni vv5m 'owner' = person (who) has/owns something
pI. anJn (ake) ba nneni vv5m
Others are formed by compounding or use of the associative construction, e.g.,
trz?>n likwe-b/ 'hunter' (person of hunting), or by nominalizing the verb with efollowed by an object. They do not take a plural in a-.
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ettili atEEmi
em gezu
Ekkp5 Ett~
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'farmer'
(cultivator + farm)
'dancer'
(dancer + dance)
'house-builder' (builder + house)

In addition to 'husband', 'mother', 'father', and 'in-law', a small set of other
human terms involve a change of initial consonant in singular vs. plural forms:
gwan~

wadum
waE
wakka

'woman'
'man'
'child'
'sibling'

pI. ban~
pI. badum
pI. beE
pI. bcikka

To these we can add aggwetyt 'wife' (pI. abbEtye) which both has a prefix and
has undergone initial consonant change to form its plural. Several other kinship
terms are derived by means of the above four nouns, e.g., wat a ggwan:J
'daughter', wilt a wMum 'son', wakka a ggwan:J 'sister', wakka a wMum
'brother', waawaa 'grandchild' (pI. bet a waa). Very few human nouns occur
with other prefixes, e.g., ikku 'family, relatives', riJkpil/awa 'boy, young man' «
Efik), gituutu(wt) 'baby', iyaa 'grandmother, old woman'. The prefixless
nickname ttette 'grandfather' is derived from etle 'father' via reduplication.
Except for e-bbi 'goat' (pI. a-bbi), non-human nouns taking either e- or aprefixes do not show a difference in sg/pl forms, e.g., e-k6mi 'cotton tree(s)',
e-yim 'onion(s)', e-tt:J 'house(s)'. This includes the rather sizeable number of
(mostly L tone) nouns denoting animals:
eciI]
ekilikili
Ekkw~

enyi
Eppa
ESE
Ettama
EtEEll
etilwan

'porcupine'
'weaver bird'
'snail'
'elephant'
'hawk'
'tiger'
'guineafowl'
'animal, meat'
'bushcow'

Evaam
evom
evu
Evva
EW~W~I]

Eya
eyil
EZEEm
ezi

'cow'
'tsetse fly'
'monkey (sp.)'
'dog'
'hippopotamus'
'shrimp'
'antelope (sp.)'
'python'
'bushpig'

Several animal names consist of compounds, gemttve constructions, or full
sentences: Evaa fik66l 'rabbit' (cf. Evailm 'cow', lib:Jl 'bush'), Evva-kb 'hyena'
(cf. evva 'dog', kb 'lack'), Evaa esu emma 'puff adder' ('he who is able to peck
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with mouth'). Nouns designating animals, however, occur with all prefixes, or
can be prefixless:
0- : dze 'crocodile', dZJ 'snake'
li- : lizol 'bird'
le-: lekkpamil 'frog', lestl 'electric fish', letJh::l1 'leech', leviil 'owl', lewJbul
'toad'
gi-: gittil 'life', gim 'lizard', gizu 'game', gibilezezel 'bat'
ge-: geboo 'squirrel (sp.)', gededeyi 'sheep', geve 'squirrel (sp.)', gekka
'crab', gezezeni 'worm'
1- : iban 'fish (sp.)', idele 'vulture', imene 'firewood', iti 'antelope', itobo
'monkey', ivvaghan 'chameleon', IWata 'chimpanzee, gorilla', iyayaIJ
'crayfish', ifin 'cricket', ipinapi 'mouse'
a- : adaa-adaa 'baboon', adzaIJi(li) 'ant (sp.)', illoomba 'pig', aIJwaaIJ 'cat'
N-: mbekum 'tortoise', mb:SIJ 'mosquito', ildden 'louse', ildodowe 'insect',
ndummi 'sand-fly' (from dum 'bite'), nnyanyaIJ 'horse', nt::ltJIJ 'rat',
Dkaam 'caterpillar (edible sp.)', DkikiIJ 'shrimp (small sp.)', DkJk5ni
'bee', nny5IJ 'maggot,jigger', ilzuzuIJ 'housefly'
Although human e-/a- nouns show sg/pl distinctions on their prefixes, other
animate (and inanimate) nouns have non-alternating prefixes. Plurality can
therefore only be marked on modifying elements which allow a sg/pl distinction,
e.g., ewa amma 'this dog', ewa llbemma 'these dogs'. This includes subjectverb agreement, e.g., ewa e-tt6 'a dog fell', evva ba-tt6 'dogs fell', as well as
pluractional marking on the verb, e.g., e baai evva 'he tied a dog', e baazi ewa
'he tied dogs'.
In addition to the semantic correlation of e- with animates, several liquids
begin with a-, e.g., imllim 'oil', asi 'water', llzi 'blood', as well as other soft
substances, e.g., ilkkp6 'rubber', ilkkwlll) 'native bed', as:J 'soap', avighll 'brain',
&:J 'mushroom'.
A number of body parts and associated concepts take either a /i- or /e- prefix:
likukuul
limaal
limittal
liIJwal
lisclIJili
lisuaI

'eyebrow'
'faeces'
'saliva'
'nail'
'urine'
'feather'

lebaM
lebeI
Hoggwal
lekool
lekul
lemmM

'breast'
'beard'
'breath'
'neck'
'navel'
'flesh, muscle'
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litital
lit51
livEil
livil
liv;,l

'rib'
'ear'
'wing'
'left side'
'belly, stomach'

len?ll
lesal
h~sol

lettol
levUI
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'penis'
'tooth'
'face'
'head'
'hom'

Body parts are, however, to be found with other prefixes, including the word
ekkpa 'body' itself. A striking number of primary body parts occur with ge-:

o
gigE-

1-

EaN-

sin 'hair', n?ln5I) 'finger'
gittll 'life'
ged;, 'throat', gEd?l 'goiter', gekpo610 'fat', gemma 'mouth', gepilipa
'shoulder', gese 'tail', getappa 'scar', geb - geteb 'bone', geva
'sore, wound', geve 'foot, leg', gewiya 'hips', gezai 'rib'
imaaI)i 'heartburn', imimiI) 'marrow'
efi 'boil', eno 'vagina', etEEm 'chest, heart', ebui 'waist (area)'
avigha 'brain', azi 'blood'
ndodoI) 'smallpox', nteteb€ 'grasshoppers (pl.)', mbom 'cheek', nzam
'back', nzuI) 'nose'

A particularly striking fact about nouns marked by a /i- or le- prefix is that they
also take an -/ suffix:
lebal
lib551
lideel
lesol
IEtal

'axe'
'poison'
'name'
'face'
'kite'

lEkkpanaJ
lilama!
linyumil
lEvvanil
lezaI)al

'frog'
'garbage'
'thorn'
'earthworm'
'river'

We see this particularly clearly in the following cases where there is a related
noun taking another prefix:
leb;,l
ledil
ledzil
lekaalal
lemma!
livEiI

'handle'
'palm seed'
'day'
'English'
'door'
'wing'

cf. geb;,
edi
edzi
ekaala
gemma
geve

'hand'
'palm (tree)'
'sunshine'
'European'
'mouth'
'foot, leg'
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In addition, many nominalizations from verbs show that -I is a suffix:
liMI
lidzil
liveel
lebbol
libbol
lekaal
lekkaal
leddeel
li6JI
lemmanal
lemJJIJJI
lennenel
ledaael

'question'
cf.
'food'
'song'
'death'
'crying, weeping'
'headpad'
'message'
'greeting'
'harvest'
'birth'
'reply'
'answer'
'love, passion'

ba
dzi
vee
bbo
bbo
kaa
kkagha
dde
6~

mmana
mJJlp
nnene
daa

'ask'
'eat'
'sing'
'die'
'die'
'carry'
'delivery a message'
'greet'
'harvest, uproot'
'be born'
'return'
'answer'
'like, love'

Unpredictable segmental and tonal changes occasionally occur in both noun-noun
and noun-verb pairs, e.g., livEil 'wing' (cf. gEve 'foot, leg'), likkJil 'vomit' (cf.
VJ~ 'vomit'). The nominalization IEdaael 'love, passion' involves both an -e
suffix, as in the gerund gEdaae 'liking', as well as an -I suffix.
Although there are 16 verb stems of the form CV (V)l, we have found only
three nouns which end in coda -I and do not have a /i- or IE- prefix: kkw8./ 'boat',
fJkul 'flogging', evaal 'chief. The last of these is presumably derived from levaal
'chieftancy'. By contrast, there are 78 /i- or IE- nouns whose stem is -CV(V)1 and
29 whose stem is CV(V)CVI. Significantly, none of the other coda consonants,
1m!, In! or IIJI, is found on noun stems with these prefixes. This suggests that
suffixal -I may in some cases replace the historical final coda consonant, e.g.,
ledul 'bite' (cf. dum 'bite'), lenal 'penis' (cf. nam 'copulate'). The following six
nouns with a /i- or IE- prefix were originally elicited as ending in a vowel, but
later they were discovered optionally to take an -I suffix.
ledzele(l) 'answer'
lebila(l) 'bundle'
lidaddi(l) 'happiness'

liteha(l)
'gibberish'
liyogho(l) 'cluster' (fruit)
liscllJili(l) 'urine'

In addition, final -I optionally fails to appear on language names, presumably by
analogy with the corresponding person nouns, which lack -I:
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leggb6(l)
lev6li(l)
levi(l)
IEneme(l)

'Leggbo language'
'Igbo language'
'Efik language'
'Ugep language'

cf.
cf.
cf.
cf.

eggbM\ggb6
ev6li/itv6li
evi/itvi
Eneme/aneme
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'Leggbo person(s)'
'Igbo person(s)'
'Efik person(s)'
'Ugep person( s)'

However, note that final -I has a tendency to drop in general when occurring in
close juncture with a following word, e.g., lettol sa ~ !etto sa 'your head'. Thus,
/i- and le- nouns are marked not only by a prefix, but also by an -I suffix. (See
also §5 for the realization of -I in noun compounding.)
We conclude from the preceding that noun prefixes in Leggbo are synchronic
reflexes of earlier noun classes. Since round vowels do not occur in prefixes, we
suspect that le- comes from earlier *Iu and ge- from earlier *gu- (or *ku-). The
latter would correspond nicely to the observation that certain body parts that have
a ge- prefix often have *ku- in Bantu languages, e.g., geba 'hand, arm', geve
'foot, leg'. In addition, one pair of nouns used in the numeral system also shows
an older le-/a- singular/plural distinction: te-zal 'twenty', pI. a-za, as in aza i(a1)
'forty' (twenties + two).
3. Arguments for Prefix-Stem Structure
Although, in most cases, these prefixes are frozen onto the nouns with which they
occur, for reference, we list below the arguments that demonstrate that they are
still morphological prefixes, not part of the noun stem itself.

3.1. Frequency. This group of arguments has to do with the fact that almost all
nouns begin with one of a small set of phonetic forms. Below we talley 590 nouns
(ignoring compounds) and observe that 555 begin with one of the following V-,
CV - or 1)-, only 35 lacking a prefix.
V-prefixes

CV- prefixes:

lile-

44
71

E-

gE-

112

a-

gi-

7

1-

71
147
29

N-prefixes

N-

74

o

35
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3.2. Shapes. The following distributional observations can be made about the
above prefixes as a class: (i) They are restricted to one of the indicated syllable
shapes: V-, CV-, N- (where N- represents a homorganic nasal). (ii) The only
vowels found in this position are Ii, e, ai, where lei harmonizes to [e] when
followed by an initial CV stem syllable containing any of the vowels Ii, u, e, 0/.
(iii) The only consonants found in prefixes are III and Ig/. In addition, the Igl can
optionally be deleted when in a prefix, e.g., (gJe-mma 'mouth', (g)i-ttit 'life', but
not in stem-initial position, e.g., egidi 'beans' (*eidi). (iv) With 8 exceptions (see
above), the only tones that are found on prefixes are Land M. Of the 555 nouns
with prefixes, 367 have L tone, while 186 have M tone.
3.3. Human singular/plural pairs. As seen above, Leggbo marks number on a set
of human nouns, e.g., man 'person', anan 'people'. All but one of these,
eminaakooi 'young girl', have L tone on their e-/a- prefixes.
3.4. Related nouns. As also seen above there are several pairs of nouns that are
clearly related, but differ in prefix. With respect to one of the above cited pairs,
leb::JI 'handle', geb::J 'hand, arm', we note that the noun e-bb6 'branch', with a
third prefix, may also be related. Although it has a geminate /bbl, a compound
also exists for 'branch', nti-bb6, presumably derived from e-tti 'tree' + eb::J 'arm'.
nti-bb6 would have an irregular transfer of gemination to the second consonant,
when reduplicated to form a diminutive, the fortition appears in its etymological
place: ntti-b:J-b:J-we 'small branch'.
3.5. Nominalizations. In addition, there are nouns in Leggbo which are clearly
derived from verbs. As seen in the following examples, these nouns are derived
by adding a noun prefix (and suffixal-I, where appropriate):
ggu
bbo
kaa
ve
m~~Ip

kw~:>l

mmana
yeel
dza
baa

'blow'
'die'
'carry'
'sing'
'return'
'groan'
'be born'
'call'
'be good'
'marry'

-+

li-gilgul
le-bbol
le-kaal
Ie-vel

-+

le-m~~IJ~1

-+

le-kw:>:>l
le-mmanal
le-yN:lel
gi-dza
gi-baa

-+

-+
-+

-+
-+

-+
-+

'whistle'
'death'
'headpad'
'music, song'
'a reply'
'groaning'
'birth'
'calling'
'beauty'
'marriage'
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mana
bbi
tee
di
yaal
bm
nii
kkp::>lJ::>
dza
kumma
ddoIJi
kaam
vaan

'catch'
'be black
'rain'
'speak'
'paddle'
'be hot'
'give'
'be tall'
'be good'
'worship'
'beg'
'help'
'wrestle'

---+

ge-mana
ge-bbi-e
ge-teewa
ge-di
ge-yali
ge-bm::>
i-nini
i-kkp5lJ::>
gi-dza

---+

~-kUmma

---+

n-ddoIJi
lJ-kaami
m-vaan

---+
---+
---+
---+
---+
---+
---+
---+

---+
---+
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'an arrest'
'darkness'
'rain'
'story, speech'
'paddle'
'heat, fever'
'gift'
'height'
'beauty'
'honor'
'begging'
'assistance'
'wrestling'

In addition to the above lexicalized nominalizations, Leggbo uses the prefixes ge,
E- in a number of deverbal derivations. Thus, from the verbs num 'take'
and dum 'bite', Leggbo can derive:
i-, and

ge-num-e
i-nu-num
e-num
ge-nu-num
e-nu-num

'taking'
'taking'
'by taking'
'takability'
'takable'

ge-dum-e
i-du-dum
e-dum
ge-du-dum
e-du-dum

'biting'
'biting'
'by biting'
'bitability'
'bitable'

gerund
gerund
focused verb
ability noun
ability adjective

In Leggbo, ge- is a frequent nominalizing prefix, whereas e- is the general prefix
found on adjectives, many of which derive from or are related to corresponding
verbs, e.g., dzubbi 'be cold', edzubbi 'cold', bbi 'be black', ebbyo 'black'.
3.6. Allomorphy. The sixth argument will be referred to as "allmorphy". In two
cases, a particular (longer) allomorph is required in a construction when followed
by a prefixless noun, but optional when the noun has a prefix. The first of these is
the genitive or "associative" marker awa (often shortened to aa or a). As seen in
the following examples, an overt associative marker a or awa is required when
the N2 is prefixless:

lidzil a(wa) dze 'food of crocodile'
lidzil a(wa) wM 'food of child'

*lidzil dze
*lidzil wM
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On the other hand, awa is optional if a prefix is present, e.g., lidzil a(wa) le-vvanil
- lidzil le-vvanil 'food of earthworm'.
'child' is prefixless, even though it has an initial
By this criterion,
consonant change in its plural, bet. Similarly, wadumlbadum 'man/men' and
gwanalbana 'woman/women' require the associative marker. It would seem that
the associate marker moves into the prefix slot, if the latter is vacant. A similar
phenomenon exists with respect to the locative sequence Jjke if 'in, on, at': ii is
optional if the noun has a prefix, but obligatory if it doesn't:

wae

e tt5ljke (ii) li~bbol
e tt5 ljke ii kkwal

'it fell into a hole'
'it fell into a boat'

3.7. Tone. It has already been noted that almost all noun prefixes carry M or L
tone. In addition, in the associative construction, N 1 of N2, there is a tone change
which is observable only when N2 has a L tone prefix: the L of an N2 noun
becomes M and, if the stem is M, this M is also raised to H (Paster 2003):
sin + Ie-sal
sin + le-ttol
sin + li-t5l

~
~

~

sin Ie-sal
sin le-tt61
sin li-t5l

'hair of tooth'
'hair of head'
'hair of ear'

L-L
L-M
L-H

~
~
~

M-L
M-H
M-H

This same changes take place even if the associative marker is present: sin a(wa)
Ie-sal, sin a(wa) le-t6/. However, ifN2 is prefixless, there is no tone change:
sin + a(wa) + wadum
sin + a(wa) + nJn5IJ

~
~

sin a wadum 'hair of man' (*sin a(wa) wadum)
sin a nJn5IJ 'hair of finger' (*sin a(wa) n:m5IJ)

Note that by this criterion, the initial [w] ofwadum (pI. badum) does not count as
a prefix, rather it is incorporated into the stem.

3.8. Compounding. While not completely productive, there are numerous noun
compounds in which a single prefix is followed by two (compounded) noun
stems: pref-NI-N2. The original pattern seems to be that the prefix is deleted
from the N2, but "re-appears" as a replacement of the prefix of the N1:
Ie-sol + e-vvEm -e-tt:> + n-zam --

e-so - vVEm 'forehead' (lit. face center)
n-tt:> - zam 'back yard' (lit. house back)
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Other combinations do not show a literal replacement, but rather maintain the
prefix ofNI, or a replacement of the NI prefix, sometimes unpredictably.
3.9. Diminutivization. The diminutivized form of a noun is derived by
reduplicating the first CV of the stem, including its tone, and by postposing -we
'child' in the singular and -be 'children' in the plural: gekumi 'fever' ---+ ge-kukumi-we 'small fever', ge-ku-kumi-be 'small fevers'. Crucially, the prefix IS
skipped over, thus gizu 'game' ---+ gi-zu-zu-we 'small game', not *gi-gi-zu-we.
4. Reduplicated Noun Stems

Although the consonantal inventory is much larger, only a certain number of
consonants may appear intervocalically in native Leggbo stems. These include
/bb, dd, kk, 1, m, mm, n, nn, I), 1)1)/, where double consonants are realized fortis
and longer. When other consonants appear in apparent stem-intervocalic position
in nouns, this may be due to three factors:
i. Compounding. The noun may be a frozen compound involving two
historical stems, e.g., l)katti 'fence' (probably from l)-ka 'I carry, use' + -tti 'tree,
stick, log'), geduba 'right side' (probably from du 'pound' + -ba 'hand, arm', i.e.,
the right arm is used for such tasks).
ii. Borrowings. The noun may be borrowing, e.g., ilaiJsi 'rice', eiopileeJ)
'airplane', bi/eedi 'bread', mmal)g% 'mango', kkilkki 'pants',fofu 'fufu', ikabiJsi
'church' « Efik).
iii. Reduplication. The noun may involve reduplication. Nouns consisting of
identifical first and second stem syllables are extremely frequent, e.g.,
gebebe
ececena
ndodol)
nddliddu
gedzidzi
egJgJm;,
eggoggo
ijgwJgw6
ijkJk6ni
kkaikkai
ekpikpimi

'dust'
'guest, stranger'
'smallpox'
'advice'
'edible'
'fool'
'potato'
'promise'
'bee'
'locally brewed alcohol'
'star'

kkpakkpa 'groundnut'
kkwakkwa 'locust tree'
elolol)
'snail (small sp.)'
imimil) 'marrow'
'finger'
nJn61)
ntUtlili
'egusi melon'
'grandfather'
ttEttE
'thief'
eveve
EWJWJI) 'hippopotamus'
eyeyee 'hiccup'
ezozol) 'smoke'
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As seen, some of the above have bisyllabic stems with two identical syllables,
while others are longer (having either a non-shared final consonant or an
additional syllable). One pattern that has been discerned concerns deverbal nouns
ending in a suffix I-(C)a/ which, exceptionally, does not assimilate to a preceding
mid vowel:
ececena
ekldtkkaya
ekpikpimi
ak:Jbna
etetela
eteteea
ntitil)el

'guest, stranger'
'carpenter'
'star'
'anger'
'madman'
'blacksmith'
'broom'

cce
kka
kpi
kk:J
tee
teeE
til)

'expect'
'carve'
'?'

'hate'
'rain'?
'burn'
'toss down' (cf. taal) 'sweep')

The final-a does assimilate in one reduplicated noun, eb:5b:5l):J 'native doctor' (cf.
b:J:J 'heal').
In addition, there are a few nouns involving reduplicated eve and evev
stems: ttemttem 'pigeon (domestic)" w:5l!Jw:513 'riot', ekilikili 'weaver bird'.
There also are a few where the noun prefix is also reduplicated: egum-egum 'hand
piano, keyboard', mkp3la-mkpa 'elbow', gkona-gko 'tick'. These most likely
derive from associative constructions.
It is noteworthy that of 28 prefixless nouns (other than those with alternating
(g)w-/b-) in the lexicon, 14 involve reduplicated stems. This may have to do with
the fact that adjectives and ideophones are often reduplicated, e.g., kiki 'small',
gbagbagba 'spacious', mil)i-mil)i 'sweet' (cf. mil) 'suck'), velevele 'very quickly'
(cf. vele 'fast'), wukala-wuk81a 'rough' (cf. wukki 'be rough').
The one productive process of noun reduplication concerns diminutivization,
where the first ev of the noun stem is reduplicated, along with its tone:
'ear'
lit51
'head'
lettol
'game'
gizil
gekumi 'fever'
'monkey'
itobo
emuma 'seed'
'gown'
awili
'nose'
nzul)

-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+

li-t5-t5-w€
le-tto-tto-w€
gi-zu-zu-we
ge-ku-kumi-w€
i-to-tobo-we
e-mu-muma-we
a-wi-wili-we
n-zu-zul)-we

li-t5-t51-b€
le-tto-ttol-b€
gi-zu-zu-be
ge-ku-kumi-bE
i-to-tobo-bE
e-mu-muma-be
a-wi-wili-be
n-zu-zum-be
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In addition, -we 'child' is suffixed to mark singulars (pI. -bE)' The prefix is not
copied, e.g., litSI 'ear', litSt6we 'small ear', fitStS-be 'small ears'. In
diminutivization, the reduplicant is strictly limited to a CV syllable with a short
vowel, even when a CVV, CVVC, or CVVCV stem has a long vowel:
'cloud'
'argument'
'cup, jug'
'journey'
'heart'
'room'
'cat'
'European'
'heartburn'
lem~~IJ~1 'reply'

ge-boo
E-kaa
a-moo
gE-zEe
Eteem
ibEEn
alJwaalJ
Ekaala
imaalJi

-+

ge-bo-boo-we
E-ka-kaa-we
a-mo-moo-we
gE-zE-zEe-we
E-te-tee-we
i-bE-bEE-we
a-lJwa-lJwaa-we
E-ka-kaala-we
i-ma-maalJi-we

ge-bo-boo-be
E-ka-kaa-be
a-mo-moo-be
gE-zE-zEE-be
E-te-tee-be
i-bE-bEE-be
a-lJwa-lJwaa-be
a-ka-kaala-be
i-ma-maalJi-bE

-+

le-m~-m~~IJ~-we

le-m~-m~~IJ~-be

-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+

Although there is variation, the final consonant of the root may also be dropped
before -we and -be. There are several phonological interactions between the stem
and the suffixes -we and -be. First, -we optionally simplifies to -e after round
vowels: i-zu-zu-we ~ i-zu-zu-e 'small calabash', e-YO-yoO-we ~ e-YO-yoO-e 'small
friend', ge-b:rb:rwe ~ ge-b:rb:Je 'small hand, arm'.
Second, stem-final consonants may become modified or deleted. Coda 11/,
which is a suffix, is obligatory deleted when followed by either -we or -be: le-ltol
'head' -+ le-lto-tto-we (~t), le-tto-tto-be 'small head(s)'. In careful speech, nasal
codas are optionally pronounced without change. They are, however, more
normally realized as a weakened assimilated [IJ] before -we, with possible
deletion and/or nasalization of the preceding vowel. Except in careful speech,
they assimilate to [m] before -be:
J)g~m
in~n

'foolishness'
'fowl'
'storm'

-+

J)-g~-g~lJ-we

J)-g~-g~m-be

-+

i-n~-n~lJ-we

i-n~-n~m-be

-+

E-W~-w~lJ-we

E-w~-w~m-be

Since the [w] of -we may be absorbed into a preceding round vowel, the
diminutive singular of in?m 'fowl' may be i-n~n?m-we, i-n~n3IJ-we, i-n~n~we,
or i-n~n~e, but not *i-n~n3n-e.
When the first syllable of the stem contains a sequence of non-identical
vowels, only the first of these is reduplicated:
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lisual
liveil
gewai
geyuan

'feather'
'wing'
'comb'
'humor'

-+
-+
-+
-+

li-su-sua-we
li-ve-vei-we
ge-wa-wai-we
ge-yu-yualJ-we

li-su-sual-be
li-ve-veil-b€
ge-wa-wai-be
e-yu-yuam-b€

This allows us to distinguish nouns with CyV vs. CiV:
eppy5lJ
gebbyo
ekpUm
gebbie

'parrot'
'blackness'
'chair'
'darkness'

-+
-+
-+
-+

e-ppy5-ppy5lJ-we
ge-bbyo-bbyo-we
e-kpi-kpUllJ-we
ge-bbi-bbie-we

e-pppy5-ppy5m-b€
ge-bbyo-bbyo-be
e-kpi-kpUtm-be
ge-bbi-bbie-be

As with vowel sequences, only the first tone of a contour is found on the CV
reduplicant. A LH rising tone is realized as L-H on the first two syllables of the
stem, while a HL falling tone is realized as H-HL:
ifin
e-ggu
geppyon

'cricket'
'catfish (sp.)'
'afternoon'

-+
-+
-+

i-fi-filJ-we
e-ggu-ggu-we
ge-ppyo-PpyolJ-we

i-fi-fim-be
e-ggu-ggu-b€
ge-ppyo-ppyom-be

Nouns without a prefix undergo the same diminutivization process:
dze
dz~

kkwal
lJwene

'crocodile'
'snake'
'boat'
'book'

-+

dze-dze-we

dze-dze-be

-+

dz~-dz~-we

dz~-dz~-be

-+

kkwa-kkwa-we
lJwe-lJwene-we

kkwa-kkwal-be
lJwe-lJwene-be

-+

When the noun vv5m 'thing' is reduplicated, it loses its final 1m! and is
(optionally) pronounced with L tone: vv6-vv6-we - vv~vv~we 'small thing', pi.
vv~vv~be - vv~vv~be.
The following examples show that W-, gw-, and b- have fused with the stem:
wadum
gwan:)

'man'
'woman'

wa-wa-dum-we
gwa-gwa-n:)-we

ba-ba-dum-be
ba-ba-n:)-be

Bisyllabic noun stems which are already reduplicated form their diminutive by
simply adding -we or -be:
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CJCJ
kkpakkpa
inini
nnyanyaIJ
nt::>6IJ
nzuzuIJ
ledudul

'small frog'
' groundnut'
'gift'
'horse'
'rat'
'housefly'
'bundle'

--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+

cJcJ-we
kkpakkpa-we
inini-we
nnyanyaIJ-we
nt::>tJIJ-we
nzuzuIJ-we
edudul-we
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cJcJ-be
kpakpa-be
inini-be
nnyanyaIJ-be
nt::>6IJ-be
nzuzuIJ-be
edudul-b€

Similarly, nouns with trisyllabic or longer stems, whether reduplications or not,
generally form their diminutive by simply suffixing -we or -be:
ntitiIJa
qkJk5ni
gezezeni
getokolo
ipinapi
ekkpokolo
ekilikili
gibilezezel

'broom'
'bee'
'worm'
'skull'
'mouse'
'table'
'weaver bird'
'bat'

--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+

ntitiIJa-w€
qkJk5ni-we
gezezeni-w€
getokolo-we
ipinapi-w€
ekkpokolo-w€
ekilikili-w€
gibilezeze-w€

ntitiIJa-be
qkJk5ni-hE
gezezeni-b€
getokolo-b€
ipinapi-b€
ekkpokolo-be
ekilikili-be
gibilezeze-b€

Non-compound bisyllabic stems reduplicate their first syllable:
it6bo
gekolo
geyali
lebila
getena
ekkpoma
awili
ateemi
akkoomba

'monkey'
'hole'
'paddle'
'bundle'
'bridge'
'bottle
' gown'
'farm'
'pig'

--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+

i-t6-t6bo-w€
ge-ko-kolo-w€
ge-ya-yali-w€
le-bi-bila-w€
ge-te-tena-w€
e-kkpo-kkpoma-w€
a-wi-wili-we
a-te-teemi-we
a-kko-kkoomba-we

i-t6-t6bo-be
ge-ko-kolo-be
ge-ya-yali-b€
le-bi-bila-be
ge-te-tena-b€
e-kkpo-kkpoma-be
a-wi-wili-b€
a-te-teemi-be
a-kko-kkoomba-hE

On the other hand, bisyllabic stems which are recognized to be compounds
reduplicate the second part. This includes cases where one of the two members of
the compound cannot be identified, or even when neither part can be identified, or
only with uncertainty:
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ge-nye-dze 'banana'
ge-nye-dze-dze-we
(nnya 'young' + gedze 'yam')
i-te-v:J
'street'
i-te-v:J-v:J-we
(letel 'compound' + V:J 'flow')
ge-kkpa-mina 'bed'
ge-kkpa-mi-mina-we
(gekkpa 'cover' + mina 'lie down'; cf. ekkpa 'body')
n-tt5-kkpa-kkpa-we
n-tt5-kkpaIJ 'roof
(ettJ 'house' + gekkpa 'cover')
IJ-ka-tti
'fence'
IJ-ka-tti-tti-we
(IJ-ka 'I use' + getti 'tree')
ge-ku-tt:J
'hut'
ge-ku-tt:J-tt:J-we
(? + ett:J 'house')
ge-bukpJ
'board'
ge-bu-kpJ-kpJ-we
(? + kkp:J 'build'?)
n-di-sa-sa-we
n-disa
'picture'
(? + ?)« Efik)

ge-nyedze-dze-be
i-tev:J-v:J-be
ge-kkpa-mi-mina-be
n-tt5-kkpa-kkpa-be
IJ-ka-tti-tti-be
ge-ku-tt:J-tt:J-be
ge-bu-kpJ-kpJ-be
n-di-sa-sa-be

In the last two cases it is the intervocalic consonant, e.g., Ikpl or lsi, which is
prohibited stem-internally and therefore serves as a cue that more than one stem
must be present, whether the result of an obscured old compound or a borrowing,
e.g.,jakpu 'cassava' - jak-kpu-kpu-we,jak-kpu-kpu-be.
In some cases we can identify an initial CV- element which has been reduced
from a fuller stem shape, e.g., te- (from eteen 'animal') and te- from eteem
'chest'. These still reduplicate as compounds:
gete-kkpalJ
'skin'
ge-te-kkpa-kkpa-we
gete-b
'bone'
ge-te-b-b-we
(cf. gekkpa 'cover', geb 'bone')
lete-bbol
'heart'
le-te-bbo-bbo-we
(cf. lebbol 'pit', hence 'pit of chest')

ge-te-kkpa-kkpa-be
ge-te-k:J-k:J-be
le-te-bbo-bbo-be

Note that when coda consonants occur as the second member of a reduplicated
compound, they are obligatorily deleted before -wt/-be.
Finally, three nouns have been found that are inherently diminutive and thus
must therefore be listed in the lexicon: ndOdawe 'insect', gituutu(we) 'baby',
ntetehE 'grasshopper(s)'.
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5. Compounding
Although apparently not a live or productive process, Leggbo exhibits a wide
range of noun compounds, which can be defined as words containing two stems,
the second of which has no prefix. This stands in contrast to the productive
associative (N! ofN2) construction, which is sometimes an alternative:
Compound:
Associative:
Compound:
Associative:

getti-kkpal
likkpal getti
getti-nnJdJ
gennJdJ getti

'bark' (i.e. tree-covering)
'bark' (i.e. covering of tree)
'stump' (i.e. tree-stump)
'stump' (i.e. stump of tree)

The two equivalents for 'bark' and 'stump' both involve the nouns getti 'tree,
stick'. As N2 in the associative constructions, the L-M of getti becomes M-H.
Both getti 'tree, stick' and likkpa/ 'covering, peeling' (and the related noun
gekkpa 'cover (body)') are frequently found in compounds:
'forest'
geb-tti
ntti-muma
'tablet'
ntti-w:Jma
'fruit'
letti-dul
'stick-bundle'
getti-bui
'tree-trunk'
gemma-kkpa(I)'lip'
lemma-kpa(l)
'lip'
ntt:S-kkpal)
'roof
gez:S-kkpal)
'sky'
likpe-kkpal
'thatch roof

(lib:JI 'bush')
(emuma 'seed'; also getti-muma)
(w:Jm 'bear fruit')
(ledul = ledudul 'bundle')
(ebui 'middle part of body, waist area)
(gemma 'mouth')
(lemmal'door')
(ett:J 'house')
(gez:J 'top, up')
(ekpen'raphia')

As the second element, -kkpa is the only stem that acquires a final -1). (The final
-I, on the other hand, is related to the /i- or le- prefix). In addition, the last three
compounds are among the minority where a M tone of one or the other stem
changes from M to H.
There are three arguments for considering the second stem (N2) to be the head
of the compound. The first is semantic: A 'tree-stump' is a kind of stump, a
'raphia-covering' is a kind of covering, and so forth. The second is reduplication:
As seen in §4, it is the second stem of a compound that undergoes prefixal CV
reduplication, e.g., gett:rkumma 'ceiling' (etta 'house' + gekumma 'shelter,
cover'), i.e., 'house-shelter', becomes gett:rku-kumma-we 'small ceiling'. Third,
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as discussed in the next paragraph, the second stem usually determines the prefix
of the overall compound.
There are noticeable changes on the prefix of compounds, both in terms of its
segmental identity and its tone. Judging from closely related languages (Mbembe,
Lokaa), where the pattern is reported with greater regularity, the apparent
inherited situation was that the prefix of the second stem replaced the prefix of
the first. A number of Leggbo compounds show this pattern. This includes
compounds where the first stem cannot be identified with certainty:
ntt::>-zam
'backyard'
(ett::> 'house' + nzam 'back')
eso-vvem
'forehead, in front' (lesol 'face' + evvem 'place, center')
getto-kolo
'skull'
(lettol 'head' + gekolo 'emptiness')
leb::>-dul
'fist'
(geb::> 'hand' + ledul-Iedudul 'bundle')
likkwe-b::>l 'hunting'
(ekwen 'fire, gun' + lib::>l 'bush')
lese-mmal
'proverb, saying'
(ese 'tiger' + lemmal 'opening')
gekkwa-mmal'fireplace'
(ekwen 'fire' + gemma 'mouth')
lekkwa-mmal 'fireplace'
(ekwen 'fire' + lemmal 'door')
le-n6-kkp~1
'buttocks'
(? + lekkp~l 'lump'; cf. eno 'vagina')
i-kki-z~~m
'tapping instrument' (? + iz~~m 'knife')
lekkpe-mmal 'communal house' (? + lemmal 'door, opening')
ekkpi-tt::>
'umbrella'
(? + ett::> 'house'; cf. ekkpa 'body')
Compare also le-nn6-rilbbol 'well' (? + lebbol 'hole, pit'), which, however,
appears to have an m- prefix on the second stem.
In a few cases, the prefix found on the N 1 of the compound is not segmentally
identical to either input prefix, and/or may carry a tone which is not found on
either noun in isolation. This is particularly true with the N- prefix:
ntti-bb5
ntti-muma
gemma-kkpal)
lett::> kumma

'tree branch'
'tablet'
'lip'
'ceiling'

(getti 'tree' + ebb5 'branch')
(getti 'tree' + emuma 'seed')
(gemma 'mouth' + gekkpa 'cover')
(ett::> 'house' + gekumma 'shelter, cover')

It may be that certain patterns are associated with nouns that occupy Nl or N2
position in more than one compound, e.g., -tti 'tree', -kkpal)l-kkpal 'cover(ing)'.
Among the nouns inputting Nl in more than one compound are geta 'big, old'
and eteen 'animal' (the latter being shortened to te-):
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gc-ta-kp6n
e-ta-nJn
le-ta-zaIJal
li-ta-b::>l
ge-te-k::l
ge-te-kkpaIJ

'world'
'old person'
'sea, ocean'
'thick forest'
'bone'
'skin'
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(geta 'big' + ekkp6n 'land')
(geta 'old' + enJn 'person')
(geta 'big' + lezal 'river')
(geta 'big' + lib::>l 'bush')
(eteen 'animal' + geb 'bone')
(eteen 'animal' + gekkpa 'cover')

Only one compound has been found whose input N2 is prefixless:
aggba nJn5IJ 'ring'

(geggba 'charm' + nJn5IJ 'finger')

As seen, both the prefix and the stem tone of geggba change, perhaps from an
earlier, but no longer existent plural *aggba 'charms' in the associative
construction, cf. geggba a n?m6IJ 'charm of finger'.
This last example shows that the N 1 retains its own prefix. When N2 has a
prefix, only a few compounds show stability of the Nl prefix:
iJb-kw€n
ledudu-IJili
lctta-kolo(l)

'bullet'
'knee'
'cave'

(iJb 'seed' + ekwEn 'fire')
(ledudul 'mound' + nziIJili 'egg')
(lettal 'stone' + gekolo 'emptiness')

Some nouns used adjectivally lose their prefix in attributive position, with or
without conditioning a change in the prefix of the preceding noun:
lizel koola
getti dJ

'potting clay'
'short stick'

(lizel 'sand' + gekoola 'red(ness)')
(getti 'stick' + gcdJ 'shortness')

Unless there is an unexpected segmental, tonal or semantic modification, it is not
clear whether this is a sequence of noun + adjective or a compound:
ett::>-gbala
eggoggo mbala
cggJ bbabbaa
cggJ gala
kkakki gbala
kkakkid::>

'reception room'
'sweet potato'
'cloth (wrapper)'
'rag'
'trousers'
'short pants'

(ett::> 'house' + gbala 'long')
(egg6ggo 'potato' + ?)
(cggJ 'cloth' + ?)
(cggJ 'cloth' + gala 'tom')
(kkakki 'pants' + gbala 'long')
(kkakki 'pants' + gcdJ 'short(ness),)
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Preservation of the N I prefix is also observed when the second element of the
compound is a verb:
ledzil soo
lizel ppi
evva-kb
letto-pp:,i
gemma-ggiuna
ntti w;,ma
gekkpa-mina

'daybreak'
'clay'
'hyena'
'head-ache'
'yawn'
'fruit'
'bed'

(ledzil' day' + soo 'dawn, break (of day)')
(lizel 'sand', ppi 'plaster (v.)'; cf. geppi 'wall')
(evva 'dog' + kb 'hate, lack')
(lettol 'head' + pp:,i 'knock')
(gemma 'mouth' + gguma 'blow')
(getti 'tree' + w;,m 'bear fruit')
(gekkpa 'cover' + mina 'lie down')

In other compounds the first element appears to come from a verb:
gebbo-tt:S
gedu-b;,
bba-dden

'grave (death-house) (bbo 'die' + ett;, 'house')
'right'
(du 'beat' + geb;, 'arm')
'blind'
(bba 'block' dden 'eye')

The above deverbals are distinct from their gerund forms gebboe 'dying', gedue
'beating' and gebbee 'blocking'. Use of such gerund forms in object + verb
nominalizations, is quite frequent. In this productive process, the ge- prefix may
optionally delete:
6;, likk:,il 'snore'
seI) liv:,l 'travel'
yei gekkwe 'rest'
dzi gita
'bewitch'
dzo eteem 'hope'

------

likk:,i (ge )6:,e 'snoring'
'traveling'
lev:,l (ge )seI)e
gekkwe (ge)yei 'resting'
'bewitching ,
gita (ge)dzie
eteem (ge )dzoe 'hope'

(nausea-reaping)
(country-going)
(strength-reducing)
(witchcraft-eating)
(heart-keeping)

There are some noun stems which are treated as complex, as determined by their
pattern of diminutive reduplication (§4), but whose parts cannot be identified:
nto-rom
nsik:'I)
n-disa
jakpu
eminaakool

'fish-net'
'pipe (smoking)'
'picture'
'cassava'
'young girl'

nto-ro-roI)-we
nsi-k:,-k:'I)-we
n-disa-sa-we
ja-kpu-kpu-we
e-minaako-koo-we

nto-ro-rom-be
nsi-k:,-k:,m-be
n-disa-sa-be
ja-kpu-kpu-bE
e-minaako-koo-be
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6. Possessive Pronouns
Leggbo nouns generally have the structure prefix+stem, where prefixes are relics
of noun class markers, as is the -/ suffix. These markers occur only on the nouns
themselves. Other than singular/plural distinctions, it was said that nothing
remains of the noun class agreement system. However, indications of earlier noun
class concord are found on possessive pronouns. The following are the possessive
pronouns as realized with a zero noun head:
IJgw6min
IJgw6
IJgwe

'mine'
'yours sg.'
'hislhers'

aaman 'ours'
aab:J
'yours pI. '
aab:J
'theirs'

These possessive pronouns have the following structure:
IJ-gw6-min cf. amin 'me'
cf. -(y)6 'you object'
IJ-gw6-6
cf. -(y)e 'himlher object'
IJ-gw6-e

a+ aman 'of us'
'of you pI.'
a + ab:J
a+abe
'of them'

The singulars have an 1)- prefix, followed by a gw- or gw:r element, followed by
a pronominal element: -6 and -e are object enclitics. By contrast, the plural
possessors consist of one of the independent pronouns preceded by the associative
marker a. The tonal change of aman 'us' to aaman is expected in this
construction, whereas the non-change of aab:J and aabe is not. These forms were
presumably introduced and contributed to the levelling of noun class distinctions
in Leggbo. Longer associative forms are also possible, using the fuller element
aW:J (cf. below): aW:J amanlawaaman 'that of us', aW:J awaab:J 'that of you pI.'
and awaabe 'that of them'. When appearing in attributive position, possessors
follow the possessed noun.
ett:J IJgw6min 'my house'
'your sg. house'
ett:J IJgw6
'his/her house'
ett:J IJgwe

ett:J aman 'our house'
ett:J ab:J
'your pI. house'
'their house'
ett:J abe

In addition to 1)gw6min, 1)gw:J, and 1)gwe, with most nouns, the singular persons
may appear in a second form:
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EttJ 15min
Ett::> s5
EttJ ayE

'my house'
'your (sg.) house'
'his/her house'

b-min
s-5
a+ ayE

These forms cannot be used in isolation: *16min 'mine', *s6 'yours sg.', *aaye
'hislhers'. As indicated, 16min consists of a relic prefixal element 16 followed by
the root syllable of the independent pronoun ilmin 'me'. The form s6 'yours sg.'
most likely is a relic of another noun class, hence s-6 (cf. se 'the', deriving from
'his/her'). The third singular possessive aaye 'hislher' is built on the same
associative construction (within tonal change) as the plural possessors.
The two different sets of singular possessive pronouns were found to be
possible with a large group of nouns, including those beginning with all of the
different historical noun class prefixes, including lettol 'head', gizu 'game', getti
'tree', geb:J 'arm, hand', it6bo 'monkey', enul) 'salt', elt:J 'house', ilzi 'blood',
ilzul) 'nose'. The two forms were possible whether the noun was singular or
plural, including most nouns with distinct singular and plural forms: ella l)gw6min
- ellal6min 'my servant', alia l)gw6min - alia 16min 'my servants'. In some
cases, one or the other form was preferred, and particularly human nouns showed
some irregularities. Thus, ekka 'mother' and ette 'father' could not occur with
16min or s6. On the other hand, both these and several other kinship nouns occur
with an encliticized third person singular possessor -e:
EkkEE
ettEE
enneE
eduumE
agweE
eyooE

'hislher mother'
'hislher father'
'his/her in-law'
'her husband'
'his wife'
'hislher friend'

pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.
pI.

akkeE
attEE
anneE
aduumE
abbeE
ayooE

cf.
cf.
cf.
cf.
cf.
cf.

ekka / ilia 'mother( s )'
ettE / aUE 'father(s),
enne / anne 'in-Iaw(s),
eduum / aduum 'husband(s)'
aggweEYE / abbeEYE 'wife/wives'
eyoo / ayoo 'friend(s)'

In addition to -e, the pronoun se 'hislher', which has developed into the definite
article se, is also sometimes used, especially with certain of the above nouns
which indicate relations between human beings, e.g., ella se 'his/her servant',
wtikka se 'hislher sibling', gwana se 'his wife' (vs. gwan:J se 'the woman'). It is
uncertain how widespread it is in this function.
A dialectal study may show that there is even more variation. What is
important for the present study is that variations such as the above point back to
an earlier period when Leggbo had noun class agreement. With time it can be
expected that these complexities will be levelled out, as has already occurred with
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respect to noun class agreements in other contexts. The ultimate result will
therefore be no agreement, the former noun-class vowel prefixes simply adhering
to their stems, much as is found in modem-day Yoruba and Igbo.
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